
TRIBUNAL WARNING

● Tribunals launch under Company authority at midnight on Wednesday, February 1st 2023.

● The Mirror Team has been augmented by addition of an Investigative Process Lead.

● Age of Militants remains classified as an information hazard.

RISK DIVISION ADVISORY

Throne Dynamics and Centurion will open the first stage of the Tribunals for public access at https://tribunals.ai at midnight 
Eastern Standard Time on Wednesday, February 1st, 2023. Tribunal notices may be signed up for at that Internet address.

The Company announces addition to the Mirror Team of Internal Affairs C-suite prosecutions expertise, responsible for 
development of pleading and indictment procedures.

“The development of these legal mechanisms remains a significant aspect of some post-conflict scenarios. They fuel an ongoing 
debate around the necessity to work towards peace and reconciliation for a country or community, against the demands for 
justice for the victims of mass violations of human rights.” (International Committee of the Red Cross, 2010).

Information hazards are “risks that arise from the dissemination or the potential dissemination of true information that may cause 
harm or enable some agent to cause harm.” (Bostrom, 2011). Members of the general public are reminded to assess their individual 
tolerance to risk before consuming Age of Militants or other Company documents or materials.

Investors, partners, and clients with questions on Advisories should contact their Relationship Manager.

Throne Dynamics  trains strong, capable leaders to deliver global eternal legacy. The Company delivers full spectrum dominance 
consulting for world class outcomes in noncooperative arenas.
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